What if students cannot come to class?

Possible infection may keep students from class (i.e., quarantine). Compassion and flexibility are important. The extent of accommodations possible will vary with resources, training, and time. [Note: Dual delivery, simultaneously teaching in class and remote students, needs significant preparation to work well.]

Points for Attendance?

- No
  - Use CANVAS well to provide all course info.

  Group Work?

- Yes
  - Great! Consider providing points for evidence of use such as worksheets based on recordings, quizzes on notes.

- No
  - Consider doing so. Explore pros and cons.

  Engage a Teaching Asst. (Grad or Undergrad) to coordinate this.

  Consider:
  - Having students complete assignment solo.
  - Asynchronous completion by group in quarantine.
  - Alternate assignment.
  - Waive points/add to other course component.

Are lectures recorded? Are slides/notes provided?

- Yes
  - Consider doing so. Explore pros and cons.

- No
  - Consider doing so. Explore pros and cons.